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I ABSTRAc";~
The competition is strong between firms in Bangladesh, manuracluring plastIc items,
especially in [he areas of bottling of water and other juices. A large number of companies
grew over the few years, thereby creating intense competition in the market. The
problem, ror a company are manifolds: i) there is generally a huge amount of s[ock,
iLltiley don't know how t" load and reiea,e orders when there are multiple SL!nultJneous
orders from many customers. etc. Additionally, their capacity is limited, and thus. are
alway' overloaded. Therefore. If [hey wam 0 prosper fLHtiler, the company needs to
prepLirea good m~teriuls planning _'y,lem, which would minimize average flow time, the
mmt commOn measure of scheduling,

Though MRPII is a system for material, planning as well, it cannot handle and schedule
orders as per capaclly, and prepare an optimal plan. TilliS, it is required that an optimal
planning algonlhm would be used for schedLlling orders, and then preparing a buekw~rd
scheduling plan lo find out materials purchasing timings_
Thi, ,wdy uSeS Heunslic Algorithm for de,ired perform~nee me~su•.e (~ltel"i1mive.,",-e,
number of tardy jobs. minimizing flow lime, minimizing average lateness. etc,) for
parallcl Ldcnticalm~ehines_

1.1 Background

and Present State of the Problem

Materials management is a part of production planrting and control. and business logistics
systems. It can be defined a~ a function responsible for the coordination of planmng.
sourcing, purchasing, transporhng, storing and distributing materials in a manner so a~ to
provide a pre-decide service to the customer at a minimum possible cost,

The importance of material management (MM) lies in the fact that any sigmfic~nt
contnbution made by the MM function in reducing materials cost will go a long way in
, Improving the profitabilily and the rate of rcturn on investment.

1.1.1

,,

Prohlem Statement

f

The competition
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strong belween firms ill Bangladesh, mallufactunng plastic (PET)

items, especially

III

the areas of bmtling of water and other juices. A largc number of

companies gre .•.•.over' the few years, thereby creating intense competltlon in thc markct.
The problems for a company are manifolds: i) thcrc ISgenerally a huge amount of stock,
Ii) they don't know how to load and release orders .•.•.
hen there are multiple
simultane(}u,
,
.
(}rdef' from many customer<, etc. Additionally, their capacity is limited, and thu" are
always overloaded. Therefore, If they want to prosper further, the company need, to
prepare a good matcrials planning systcm, which would mimmize average flow tHne, the
most common measure of scheduling.

Th(}ugh MRP!1 is a system ror materials planning as well, it cannot handle and schedule
orders as per capacity. aml prepare an optimal plan. Thus, it is required that an optimal
planning algorithm would be used for scheduling orders, and then preparing a backward
seheduhng plan to find out materials purchasing timings.

This study uses Heuristic Algorithm for desired performance meaSure (alternatives are:
number of tardy hobs, mimmizing flow time. minimizing average lateness, etc,) for
parallel identical machines (Baker 1974].

Q

2
1.2 Objectives of the Study
This stLirly is concentrated

around Materials Management

activities. The study IS

designed (0 meet the following objectives:
L

To investigate performance mea~ures related to capacity construlIlcd order
scheduling and purchasing for m-johs-at-a-time and one-job-al-a-time.

2.

To preparea schedule as per heuristicrule.

3.

To prepare a schedule of materials plan. both aggregated and dlsaggregated. based
on the best schedule.

1.3 Scopes and Limitations
From defimuon of materials management. it is clear that the scope of materials
management (MM) is vas!. Because of lime limItation, the study would concentrate on
the Issues of only scheduling and materials procurement planning.

The study would not cover storage planning, sourcing.

distribution

requirement,

planning. etc. of the vast area of knowledge on m~terials monagemenl.

1.4 Methodolo~y

1. The industry would be VIsited for detailed data collection.
2. The appropnate perrormance mea,ure would be selected based on 'Malerinls
Management' characteristics.
3, A schedule of multiple Jobs on parnllel identical machines would be prepared
using a heuristics rul~.
4. Based on this schedule, a dctalled procurement order release dates would be
found using backward schedulmg technique.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Scheduling in Constrained Environment
The term, schcduhng is used to refer 10 the setting of operations, their due dates, release
dates and delivery times for manufacturing

orders. In an MRP environment,

the

schcdulJllg algorithm that IS usually mcluded in the production control module is not
enough to satisfy minimum level of optimality. This is because of backward scheduling
ulgorithm, which cannot satisfy optimality.

Scheduling and Sequencing problems are of many types, These range from purallel
machine mathematical programming models to hcunstrc algorithms, depending upon
complexlty of materials now, process layout, and constraints, These al,o include parallel
identical machines, where similar machines are engaged on producing the same products.
In case. many work centers are involved

with many cons(ruims,

mathematical

programming needs many \'uriablcs. and thus, even for a computer program, 1t tJkes too
long: ume for a feasible solutIOn, ",hich IS classically known as np-hardness [baker 1974,
French 1982].

tn majonty of the cases. jobs are processes under se'eral constraints, leading to several
as<umption~, The assumptions ultimately create sub-optimahty in schedule. In such a
case, heuristics algorithms ,atisfy the minimum requirements [Bitran 1997, Dogrmn~ci
1981, Karmarkar 1985, Kep et aL 1998, Trigeiro 1989]

2.2 Materials Management
In any production environment, materials. al,o known as current asset, constitute a major
pan of company's over-all a,sets. This needs minimizatIOn 1n order to reduce costs and
remain competitive.

Materials management has been defined by many persons in many ways, though the main
theme says that coordination

in planning,

sourcing, purchasing,

moving,

storing,

(
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distnhution, relocating and controlling of materials in an optimum manner, so as to
provIde a pre-decIde serVICeto the ell,tomer at a minimum possible cost, is the essence of
materials management.

As an area of knowledge and practice, the scope of materials management (MM) is vast.
It encompasses almost all the stages of supply chain. or production-dislribut;Dn chain. It
covers the functions ranging from pmcha<ing 10 shipping. MM can broadly identify the
followmg function" which is in tum include some more sub.functions:

L Materials planning (lnclude production planning, forecasting,

Master Production

Scheduling, detailed malerials pi anning. capacity planning etc.).
2. Materials control (Includes production activity control, I'enl-time schcduling. qUdlity
control of materials etc.),
3. Purchasing (includes vendor scheduling, transportation, price negotiation elc.),
4, Sales (mcludes dIstributIOn planning. sales planning. shipp1l1g,order reception etc,),
5. Stores and inventory control (include •. ,tores layout planning, lot ,ize determination,
replcnishment, 1I1vemoryvaluation, physlcalmventory control etc,).

The whole chain can be divided 11110thrcc parts: i) company's internal activities. such as
storage. I'ctrteval. materials planning,

production planmng

and control. m"lerials

proce%mg, managing \VIP, at sending back to storage", finished good; ii) the Backward
Channel, which includes procurement. sourcing. supplier relations, transportation, etc;
iii) the Forward Channel, which includes distribution channel members {Figure 2.11.
Many activities in Figure 2.1 are Materials Management (MM) activities, Each element
in this system acts as a 'supplier' to the next as a 'customer' to the previous one, or both,
Customer sallsfaetlon has to be the primary goal of each supplier, irrespective of his
place in the system.

The intense competItion In the market has led companies to optimize e~ch point/stage in
the supply chain, Several mathematical tools are used for such a purpose, such as
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Readmess Assessment Method.,

Mathematical

•
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Progral1lnung, Heuristics, elc. In this view, if a company wants to survive, any company
offering goods or services is faced with the need to act quickly to changing customer
demands. to Improve continuously the quality of products and thcu delivery and to
reduce costs. Controlling costs means controlling quality, lime limits and qunntitics.

The performance of a materials plan Can be judged using performance indicators. which
may include total GOSISof purchasing. ordering, holding, shortage, excess, etc. The plan
with minimum cost may be selected for execution. Performance Indicators (PIs) arC a
means to this end. They provide management with a 100110compare aclual results with a
pre-sel larget, and to measure the extent of any deviation. A Perfomlance Indicator is a
vanable mdlcating the effecti,'enes< and/or efficiency of a part or whole of lhe proc~" or
,y,lem again,t a given normftarget or plan. Several othcr indlCalOrs 10 scheduling are
minimum flo,," time, average lateness, elC. To delcmline these things, priority rules ab;o
comc !litOaction,

Quick response lO market needs is another Important factor to competitiveness.

Doing

bener and remaimng ahcad of the competition is th~ overall goal. For that. average flow
lim~ must be minimized such that production process also can cOnlnbutc lO quick
r~sponse to market. The lheme of modem quality management, lO reduce waste IS another
compeliliveness factor, which says, 'Do II right the first hOle' that is the all.insplring
adage, '0 lhat the prodllct nol only appears qlllCkly in the market but proves to be reliable
a, well

The following fLgure olillines lhe prodllction, distribution and forward. backward chain
system in n sllpply chain. Though 011these stages need to be optimj~ed with a kind of
tool thi.' study concentrale" only on Il1temal scheduling and a,sociated
planning, with

Q

materials

measure of petfol'mance, which is minimi,.alion of total inventory costs.

,.

•
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Figure 2.1 External and IntemaJ Performance Indicators
Though the study concentrates on only a few internal performance Indicators, there are a
lot of indicators, which may be:
•

Type I (Backward Channell,

indicating how the ~uppliers arc perfomllng

in

supplying materials and sel'viccs reqmred for smooth running of production schedule
For example. the speed with which a customer order is executed, the quality of a
product - as experienced by the customer.

•

Type 2 (Forward Channel), indIcating how efficiently the products are di,lributed
throughout the target market. how channel members arc pcrfonning. nece,sity of
more channel routes. ele. For example. the number of times the deparlment want, 10
modify an outstanding error. the speed with which the department pays its bills.

Inlernal aspect, of perfonnance of MM functions also incl~de: turnover per employee
and the percentage of actual development

times that do not exceed the agreed

developme~t times. Good perfonnance basically means the effiCIent usage of internal
resources. External and mtcrnal aspects are not independent, poor internal perfonnance is
likely to ca~se a poor external perfonnance.

In order to achicve overall benefit".

optimization at a single stage of the complete supply chain may not offer desired benctits,
All the stages are mdividually opllmized with a suitable tool. both in terms of techmcal
abJiity. level of optimahty and tnne requi red for mi ving at a soIullon.

7
In many cases, it has be<:n seen that a good optimal solution is achieved, though not
tested, takes such a long lime that it ultimately discourages industries to use the algorithm
or tool. The feasibility of a tool always means the degree of optimality compromiled with
an acceptable time limit for computation. The interval of validity of this target shol.l!d
also be mentioned.

Severa] algorithms may be available to arrive at a solution. Performance IndIcators. such
as mean flow time. may be used to select the better one. lieuristics arc there in place, for
research and industrial application for a feasible time limit. PIs have
concert,

(0

be used m

If a department is aiming at short throughput times and co,t sources such as

stock levels, personnel and machine are not considered. it is not so hard to achlcvc sct
targets. But this IS onc-dunensional

managemcnt and 11moves problems around rather

than solving them. Customer satisfaction will not be realized. The problem is to balance
the conflicting objectives, and to minimize the total of all the costs involved and
maximize customcr scrVlce consistent with the goals of the whole organization.

Not only the mathematical tools play role In this aspecl. MallY companies cannot make
profit despitc improved productivity, because of variation in production-di;\ribution
,tmtegies. Cu,tomer demand for new and bellcr products and thcir demand ratcs chJnge
frequently. Ilnder these circumstances, the rapid responsc to changcs in product design
Jnd volume is any mOlluf~cturer's major concern for survi,al

in the ever-growing

competition The 'productivity paradox' of Skinner mdieates that thc productivity and
protlts do not always go hand in hand. Thi~ oCCurswhen the increase products due to
improved productivity are not sold because of poor quality of products and the tlexibility
of manufaclllnng system to customer expectations. As producti,ity i" the measure of the
efticlcncy of converting ta~gible inputs into outputs, it does not consider whcthcr thc
produced item generate profits through sales. So this productivity paradox can be cured
only

through

evaluation

of

a perfol1uance measure,

integrated

manufactunng

performance (IMP), which IS a ratIO of total output to Sufi of productivity cost, quality
cost, and tlexibility cost We have to simultaneously consider performance indicator to
wIve the multi-objectives deciSion-making (MODM).

8
The performance of a production system may be judged in terms of performance of
production plan as well, and vice versa. The following figure shows two such examples,
where, trend in performance in production ,ehedule and capacity availability are shown.

Performance

10

100%

Toc

5

/
90%

o Ll-LLl
tune

L.
time (month)

Figure 2,2 Example of Presentation of PI
The list example, of Pis that can be encountered w!thin mdustrial campanic, is ,hemn in
table 2.1.

•

,
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Table 2.1 WIdely Used Selection of PIs for lndustnal

Activit
Market research

Companies.

Performance
~ 'image'

Indicator

of the company

~ Brand name
~ accuracy of forecasts
Products development

~ speed with which new technology
~ number of technical

changes

is applied

after commercial

releases

of a product
~ Mean t10w tlmc

Manufacturing

~ scrap
~ throughput time

~ deli very ralio (volume)

Logistics

~ dehvcry ratio (# of orders)
~ slock ratio
~ deli very rei iahi lily
~ inventory level
~ delivery lime

Sales

~ quality of directions for U3e
Service afler sales

~ call rate
~ response lime of technicians
~ compliance

WIth appointments

~ timellnc% of financial reports

Adminislrahon

~ accuracy of financial reports
Internal services

~ timehncss oftrave!
~ throughpullime

documents

oftypmg

work

~ percentage of executed decisions

Management

~ execution speed of decisions
ImplcmclllatlOll of
Perfonnance

~ number of deadliness reached in time

Indicator

•
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2.3 Scheduling Rules: Mathematical

models

Several researchers used various mathematical models to analyze various scheduling
environments.

2.3.1 Overview of the Scheduling Theories
Each of the schcduhng theories has constraint(s) as outlined below.

Sequencing Problem

Single Machine Problem

Flow Shop

Many Machines problem

Job Shop

Pur~11el Routing

Hybrid shop

Figure 2 3: Cla,sification of sequencing problems

1. Single Machine
The simplest pure sequencing problem is one in which there IS a single resource: or
where there i" a ,cheduling model involving only one process (R. Gary Parker]. As
simple as It IS, however. the single machine ca.,e is still very important for sever~l
reaSOnS. One of (he reaSOnS is lhat, in the leal11Lngprocess. he single machine problem

Can ii1ustrate a variety of sel1edullng topics in a tractable model.

2. Parallel Machine
A snnple context by investigating the effect, of parallel resources IS tile problem of single
stage sequencing with several machine.'.

As in the baSICmodel, suppose there are n single-operatwn jobs simultaneously available
~t time zero. AI,o suppo,e that there arc m identical machines available for processmg,
and that a job can be processed by ~tmost one machine 3t a time. Once again it is

'".,
11
possible to deal with the fundamental performance measures, only these lime scheduling
decisions will reflect resource parallelism [Baker. 1974J.

3. Flow Shop Scheduling
This model contains multiple processors in parallel. It is only natural to examine models
with multiple processors in series. However, it is nol appropriate to thmk in terms of
serial configurations unless jobs arc mul'ti-stage in nature. That means that it is essential
to distmguish between jobs and. each of the processing operations that

IS

a part of it.

The shop contains m different machines, and each job consists of m operations. each of
which reqUIres a dIfferent machine. The flow shop is characterized by a flow of work that
is unidirectional [Baker, 1 974]

4. Job Shop Scheduling
Job shop scheduling problem dlffers from lhe flow shop problem in one importanl a"pecl
thai is the flow of work in job shop scheduling is not unidirectional. Thc elemcnts of n
prohlem are a set of machines and a collection of jobs to be scheduled. Each joh COnSIstS
of several operation:; with the :;ame linear precedence structure as in the flow shop mndeL
Although 11 lS pOSSIble to allow any numbcr of operallons 10 a given job. the most
common formulation of thc job shop problcm specif'es that each job ha, exactly ill
operalions One On each machlile [Baker. 1974].

s. Hybrid Flow Shop
A hybrid flow shop may rn, generally defined as a systcm characterized by a mixture of
dlflerent lypes of production process in which materials flow in onc dll'cction, Thi.' kind
ofproduclion

system cvident in many industries. especially lIlthosc whIch process steel,

chemical products, and paper [Gupta, 19911].

2.3.2 Research on Production Scheduling
The Issues concerning the planmng arid controlling of PCB assembly operations have
been addressed by various rcscarchers for the last 10 years, A gener~l repon of the

•
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literature In the field. followed by a specific coverage of the earlier work on sequencing,
is presented.

Randhawa el u/ (1985) has considered an Integer Programming (LP) application to solve
the sequencer mix problems, using a method similar to branch and bound. Cunningham
aod Browoe (1986) have used a LISP-base heuristic to solve the problem of scheduling
the PCBs for assembly

ill

automatic insertion

machines. They have shown that

algorithmic solutions are often not appropriate for scheduling problems and that these
problems are more amenable lO heurisllc solution techniques. Fathi and Taheri (19891
proposed methods for loading the sequencers in printed circuit pack Cl1Vironmenl. John
1990) proposed a heunstic for loading new work on printed circuit pack assembly lines.
Rockwell and Wilhelm (1990) addressed the problems of alternative cell de,igns for
smooth material now, managing buffer capacities, effects of material management
polieie" and those, which determine the duration between arrival of jobs

Taylor and

Gral'cs (l990) examined the effects of introducing new processing flexlbllity In PCB
a",embly. They demonstrated the variation in tunes spent on set-up, machme utliization
and WIP as batch SizeS arc varied. Ben Arieh and Maimon (1992) llsed 3imuiulcd
Anneahng to sequencing Jobs in printcd circuit pack sequencers, Minimization of set-up
tiny and maximization of workload balance werc considered by Luzzatto and Perono
(1993). A heuristic with four nested loops has been proposed for the formallon of cell,.
wking care of hoth the objectives. Sudiq el aL (1993) proposed lhe intelhgcnt slot
assignment algorithm for mlnllnlzing total set-lip time in Surface Mount techn0k>gy
(SMT) type placement machines, They ha~e descnbed the importance and need for the
reduclion of set.Lip times In PCB assembly, and have proposed a heuristic to assign
eomponenls into different f""der slots in the feeder assembly. Askiti et al. (1994) hove
done all extcnsive study of thc literature and proposed methods for PCB family grouping
and component

allocation for a multi-machine,

open-shop assembly cell, with the

objective of minimizing the makespan, They have proposed three procedures: the first for
grouping, the second for scheduling sub-family using SPT rule, and the third for forming
board sllb-families based on similarity.

13
Gupta (1998) and Tune (1991) presented approximate algorithms that minimIze the
makcspan in a two-Stage Ilybrid flow shop when the second stage consists of identical
machines. Narasimhan and Manngiameli (1987) proposed a generalil-ed cumulative
deviation rule in the hybrid flow shop with multiple machines at the first stage. They
compared this rule under various operation conditions with three other sequencing rules:
shortest processing lime, longest processing time and minimum deviation; where the
mimmum dcviatlon rule attempts to balance the loads among machines at the second
slage. Willrock (1988) proposed an algorithm thai minimizes the makespan at one
machine III each of several banks of machines. Brall and Hunsucker (1991) presented a
branch and bound algorith.m for optimIzing the maximum completion time in a flow shop
with multtple processors at each stage.

Brown Rand~ll and Ccyhun Qzgur (1997) presented a new schcduling tr~mework
(Priority Class Scheduling) which reduces the conflict in the manufacturing marketing
interface. Priority class scheduhng rewards manufacturers in many ways. First, it makes
small improvement in production deficiency. Second, it enables marketing department to
imolve in the setting of productlon prionttes, Third, it improve, customer services by
PUltlng In place thc rcalistlc producti"n timetable. Fourth, it altow-

manllfacturers to

concentrate on Improving both quality and efficiency. Finally, it improves both he
commllnicatlon ~nd the co-operation between the shop floor. the production schcdilier.
the markeung scction, and the customer service section Within a productioll pcnod, all
jobs arc clasSIfIed into priority cia,ses based on both their due dates and Importance,

Production is scheduled within each productlOll period 10 maximize throughput subject to
the priority clas' constraints. If any job in pnority class i IS started in the production
period, then all jobs in the priority class i./ must be completed within the production
period.

C. Chu, J.M,Proth and C. Wang (1098) presented a solution for job-shop scheduling
problems. The criterion to be minimi7.ed is the makespan, To reach this goal. authors
proposed a heuristic algorithm that gradnally improves a given schedule by reversing the
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order in which some tasks are performed On machines. The job-shop scheduling problem
is being modeled as a disjunctive graph, reversing the order of two consecutive tasks
whIch are performed on a given machIne; is equivalent 10 reversing the direction of a
critical disjunctive arc. The important fact is that, due to the results proposed in this
paper: the author was able to choose the criural dISjunctive arc to be reversed such that
the makespan decreases at each iterallon if the critical path is unique. Otherwise, at least
as many iterations as the numhers of critical paths are needed. This approach is,
therefore, simple and easy to implement

Yang Byung Park, C. Dennis Pegden and E. Emory Enscore (1984) provided a survey
and evaluation of static flowshop scheduling rules. A total of sixteen scheduling
heuristics, including several revi,ions and combinations of previously reported methods,
are summanzed. These scheduling rules are evaluated using a discrete event simulation
model. The results for the simulation model are analyzed using botiJ statistical and nonstatistical methods. The results from the study suggest which of the popular scheduling
rulcs holds promise for the application to practical flowshop problems_

Anderson et al. (1990) presented two new dispatclung rules for minimizing tardiness in ~
job shop. Both rules are closely related to the modified operation due date (MOD) rule.
The first is a combination of the shortest processing time (SPT) rule and the critical ratio
(CR) rule, and the second Is an combination of the SPT rule and the slack per rernaming
work (SIRPT) rule. The two new rules are simple to implement and can easily be adapted
to minimize wClghted tardiness. Moreover, they do not require any parameter estlmatioll
for their implementatlOn, which is a notable disa.h'antage of some eadler rules SUeilas
COVERT. Simulation results show that Ihe performance of the two new mles is bette~
than that of other rules that have been developed to minirnile

total weIghted and

unweighted tardiness, This holds true across a range of shop conduions. Furthermore. the
rules are effective in minimizing thc number of tardy jobs.

R. Moras, M. L. Smith, K. S. Kllmrar and M. A. kim

(1997) presented the antithetic

properties of tlowshop sequences which are investigated to improve the classical Monte
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Carlo method for solving the n-job, Tn-machine problem with minimization of make.pan,
Alidaee, B (1990) established a negative correlallon of the makeapan values of forward
and reverse sequences. Ashour. S. (1980) developed the Anllthelical Monte Carlo (AMC)
method. which can he used to quickly estimate the mean of the makeapan dlSlrlbution by
ex.ploiting lhe antithetic property or sequences. Bahouth, S. B. and Foote. B.L (1994)
used AMC to lind [ow makeapan values.

Daker, K. R, (1974) determined a threshold value ofmokespan beyond which it would be
hkely to find Onoptimal or near optimal makespan when reversing a sequence. StatistIcal
tests indicate that the performance of AMC is supenor to that of the classical Monte
Carlo method. Possible applications of this concept are discussed including eXJenSlOnSto
other mathematical problems with antithetic properties.

Kun-Hyung Kim and Pius J. Egbelu (1998) presented a mixed integer programming
model which is formulated for scheduling a set of jobs through a shop when each job is
supplied or provided with multIple proces, plans or process routings. Simultaneous
selectlOll of a process plan for each job and the sequencing of the jobs through the
machines n the ,hop based on the set of selected process plans IS addressed. The
procedure de"eloped seeks to integrate the selection of machines for each job and the
scqucncmg of jobs on each machine based on the objective of minimizing production
makespan. The application of the procedure is demonstrated with an example problem.
The following conclusions were drawn as a result of the research. Bhaskaran, K (1990)
concluded that the procedure produces optimal or near optimal solution. Chang, T,

c.,

and Wysk. R. A. (1995) concluded that the benefIt from the developed approach is that it
allows a shop to adaptlvcly select process plans for Jobs to optimize on production
makespan. By combmlllg solutlon quality with scheduling flexibility and efficiency, the
productivity of a shop can be greatly enhanced.

Marcos Smger and Michael Pinedo (1998) presented and compared a number of branches
and bound algorithms for minimizing the total weighted tardiness in Job shops. There are
baSICally two types of branchmg schemes. The first one inserts operation in a parllal

I
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schedule, while the second One fi~es arc in the disjunctive graph fonnulation of the
problem. TIle bounding schemes are based on the analysis of precedence constraints and
on the solution of non-preemptive single machine sub-problems that are subject to

80-

called delayed pre.cedence constraints.

Z. Xu and S. Randhawa (1998) presented scheduling strategies fOf a dynamIc job shop in
a lool-shared, flexible-manufacturing environment. A two-phase approach is issued to
examine the impact of job scheduling rules and tool selcctlOn policies. For a dynamic
job-shop 'y,tem n, a

(001

shared flexible manufacturing environment. The fir,t phase

develops a generalized simulation model and analyses 'simple' job scheduling rules and
tool selection policies

under various operoting scenarios,

The results from lhi,

lIlvestigation are then used to develop and analyze various bi-criteria rules 111the ,econd
phase of this study. The results show that the scheduling rules have the mo,t significant
impacl on system performance, particularly at high shop load levek

Tool SelCCIlOn

policies affect some of the performance measures. mOSInotahly proportion of lardy jobs,
to a lesser degree Higher machine utilization Can be obtained at higher 1001duplication
levels bul al the expense ofincrea'ed

tooling costs and lower tool utilil.ation, The resullS

also ,how that using different proceSSlIlgl1me dlstribulions may have a significant lInpacl
on shop performance.

P. R. McMullen (1998) pre,ented a heuristic for sequencing mixed-model production
schedule, for assembly lines when lIT production is an objeelive, and setup requirements
are presenled. The heUristic examines a sequence and ddermines

an objecti>'e funct.on

value based upon the parIS usage rate (Miltenburg, 1989) and the number of sewps
involved. This teehmque is applied to ,everal problems, and the resultlllg sequences are
simulated to determine production performance measures of Pl'Oduclion makespan,
syslem time and average WIP inventory level. The experiment shows lhal the mulliple
objectives of minimizing both paR' usage rJte and required setups can be addressed
prOVided management has an understandmg of lhe relative importance of usage rale and
setups for their specific application.

•
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2.4 Scheduling Using Expert Systems
Expert systems have been llsed in research and applications in scheduling operations,
specifically when the use of mathematical tools become complex and time consuming

SI1'.1-lA et aL (1989) represent

on the de,elopment

an expert system for inventory

management.

The focus is

of a simple, USer friendly tool that Can be used by managers to

increase the effectiveness of their inventory COlllrolsystem. The expert system is capable
of derivmg

input

parameters

by performing

necessary

implementing

a set of rules for the selection of inventory models.

analysis

on

databases,

Description of the expert system: the follOWing three functions have been identified and
are critical to the successful

implementation

of an expert system for inventory

management

The ability to select an appropriate inventory model.

The abliity to deri"e the parameter/variable

required In selecting an

inventory model.

The abiltty to provide a solution to the inventory model once is identified,

BRUNO ct al. (1986) developed an expert system for scheduling parts In a fleXIble
machining environment, The part' are grouped into hatchcs, each containing 100 to 200
parts, In order to generate a release time for each batch, a dynamic priority scheme is
used.
The priority is calculat~d as follows:
Remaining time / ( due_date - release_time)

In addition to the due date, constraints related to: capacities of the queue, fixture vacancy.
and machine maintenance periods are considered. The batch wIth the highest priority is
released for machining if the above constraints are satisfied.
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From the structuml P0In!S of view, the scheduling systems consist of two subsystems:

Expert system for schedule generallon.

SImulation system for schedule evaluallon.

Because of the dIfferent data stmcture requirements by different modules, separate data
structures arC produced for the expert subsystem and the simulation subsystem.
The authors reported that the research and application show thai:
Non-procedural programming increases flexibility and maintainability of planning and
scheduling systems,
Heuristic knowledge can be introduced to direct decision malkmg
Algorithm knowledge base can be easily integrated as extemai routines called by OPS-5
statement.

ERSCHLER

and ESQUIROL

(19R6) presented sJob shop scheduling

which uses a constrainl based analysis (CBA). The sy'tem

system. MASCOT.

is to make re,Ource,

(machines) conslantly available and 10 finish Jobs bcfore lhe r~quired duc dates. The
system was applied 10 solve a scheduling ptoblem lIlvolving machines and operations
only. Start times of operalions and constraints lhal use common resourccs are considered
as important aspccts of lhe problem. The CBA approach is to generate a prccedence
relalionship from conflicling resources. Consequently, only lwo types of rules were
e~lahli\hed In the knowledge base: Time updatlng rule~. sequencing rulcs 10 generate
precedence among operatIOns.

Besldes these rules, two types of facts arc stored in the knowledge base such ,s: Invariable
facts that are data that cannot be changed by the rules, variable facts that can be changed
by the rules.

,.
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BENSANA et al (1986) introduced an c;.::pertscheduhng system similar to the above. The
job shop scheduling system, OPAL. integrates the eBA module with the rule based
decision support module. The OPAL system was programmed in LISP. When operations
cannot be ordered by the eBA module, and no more precedence constraints can be
invented, the rules bruse decision support module is called to select a new pair of
operations. The control strategy of the decision support module is based on the fuzzy set
methodology. Each rule is assigned a static or dYllamic weight index that can he viewed
a, a grade of membershIp of that rule in the fuzzy set of rules relevant to the goal. These
indexes and a number of job attributes (i,e" the slack times) are used to calculate job
pnonlles that determine the sequence of operations for the selected machine. The OPAL
system is under development and only a mall number of rules in the decision support
module are available.

O'COi'lNOR,

(1984) introduced a rule-based expert scheduling system developed at

DigItal Co. This system is used for scheduling ~u<tomer orders and it has the capability of
classifying difficult orders and it has the capability of classifying difficult order mto two
categories; material shortage category and credit line insufficiency category. !l generates
a loading strategy dealing wah difficult orders.

SUBRAMANYA.M and ASKIN (1986) discussed an approach for scheduling an FMS,
on a dmly basis for two shifts to meet the weekly production requirement. The FI\1S is
dcsenbed by three object statues such as: Syslem status, machine status, job status.
The system and machine statues can be assigned One of the followmg three attribute
values: heavily loaded, moderately loaded or under 10Jd. Simllarly, the jobs waiting in
the queues for machining can be assigned attribute values: entically late, moderately lale
and nOTTxiLA three level hierarchical decision structure for the expert system was
developed. 'I he rules repl'esenling various object statues at different level were coded in
Prolog.

,.
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DEN-ARIEH, (1986) develop an expert scheduhng system, the system schedules a
production cell feeding an assembly station. Production rules were coded in Prolog (0
represent the behavioral knowledge. The information stored in database as predicates
coded In Prolog. The control strategy of the scheduler is problem independent. Rules are
activated by matching mechanism available in Prolog. Triggering the set of mulliple rules
results In processing according to their order in the data base or in (he content of the right
hand sIde of the rule. In the level I subsystem, (he algorithmic knowledge is represented
in two ways:

ProdUCllon rules written n Prolog to check conditions of calling computing
routines to retrieve data and decide whal need to be solved.

Computing routines written in Pascal to calculate cost charged to various
candidate solutions.

Thc sllnulation subsystem written in SLAM II provides s simulated manufacturing
environment instead of real system. The level 2 subsystem i, llsed to control the process
"f whedule generatIOn, The supervisor is a software frame that ties all componclll
together and provides the interface human controllers.

NEWMAK AND KEMPF (1985) presented a real time rule-based system to schcdule a
rooot tending machine tool in a manllfacturing cell. The task specific production rules
were used to sequence the robot operations. The real-time scheduler generates the nest
step commands bcfore they are ret]llested by the robot. The scheduler hilS sufficient time
to make mtclhgent decisions based on about 250 production rules in knowledge base. The
rules are divided into six levels. All the six levels' rules ilre based on heuristic that were
acquired from simulation of manufacturing cell. The performance of expert system was
also tested in a simulated enVIronment.

,

•
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RAHR (1986) reported on a research of production replanting system based on MRP
system. The objectives

of the system are:

To detect crihcal evenls.
To provide s,heduling alternatives, and
To facilitate the rescheduling.

Rain suggest that an expert system plays the role of a filer to produce several feasible
,;ehedule, to be selected by the dCCH;ionmaker.

MORTON and SMUT (1986) developed an expert system, PATRlARCH.

for solving

FMS problem including project planning and ~cheduling_ The system has following four
hierarchical

SU'UClUre:

Levell: StrategIc planning; 'manual" doxision support system,
Level 2: Capacity planning:

semi-automatic

decision support system,

Level 3: scheduli ng; hcurisllc solutions, generated using operations research approaches,
Level 4: Dlspalchmg;

'mIxed', uses le"el 3 heurisllC, sImple rules of lhomp and

occasional human help_

They discussed level 3 and 4 of the system more detail. For scheduling problem In level
3, resource utilization and due dates are consider to be mOSIimportant constraints for the
problem ,olving. A sy,tem of priorities for operations and machines is developed. In the
level 4, the following constraints are considered: time when operation is actually
avmlable, temporary interruption such as tool unavailable,
operator.

intervention of a human
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THESEN and LEI (1986) developed an expert system for scheduling robots in a nexibJe
electroplatmg

system. The scheduling

system considers:

K different types of parIs,
M machines,
N robot to transfer partl_

The objecllves of expert scheduling system are:
Maximization

of the manufacturing

line throughput,

Meetmg machine sequence requirement
Meeting process Hme requirement.

To give some msight into the system. two sample heuristic rules are presented:
Each robOI is respon,ible

for N machines,

Dispatch a closest robot to the job.

The heuristic rules can be easlly transformed into IF-THEN rules. The mel~l-rules for
activating heuristiC rule, are generated by sunulation system. The development of the
'ystem

IS

an example of knowledge acqUlsition u,ing the ~;mulation method.

FELLENSTEIN et al (1985) develop an expert system for solving a capaclly planning
problem for a manufacturing. Tile system plans the test machines and the inventory
requirements to meet the production objectives. The knowledg~ is represented ~s facts
and syllogisms. Each of the syllogisms consists of s~veral English-hke scntences. The
meaning of a syllogism is that IF each of the sentence.' above the line is true, THEN the
sentences bellow the line is also true.

RENHA UZSOY et al (1991) represent an expenmental

expert system for process

planmng of sheet-metal parts. A basic framework for representing

the necessary

knowledge and part geometry infonnation is outlined. The system, which is developed in
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Turbo Prolog and implemented for planning of simple bent and punched, is described.

Process planning is defined as systematic detennination of the method by whIch a
product can be manufactured. It constitutes an intermediate stuge between product design
and manufactunng. Process plans contain mformation the necessary operation, 10
manufacture the parts. their sequence, the necessary machines and tool1ng, the standard
and set-up lime, and the matenal requirement.

The system falls into generative-type process-planning category. The expclt knowledge is
!leu. il~ empirical and COnSIS!Smmnly of hcunslics

such as

"lfthere ISa hole on a bent edge, do the hole before the bend"

The expert system was developed uSing a rule-bused knowledge representation. The
kno••••.
ledge required were extracted from conventions with the process planners and die
deSLgne", and from die de,ign and metal forming handbook Two main aspects addressed
111tile development of the expert sy,tem were the representation of the part geometry and
the development of knowledge base.

The experimental system is currently is runnLllg for simple bending and hole-making
operations, and its performance is simIlar to the results obtained by expens in the area.
Work is continuing on broadening the knowledge base and developing a more uSer.
friendly environment.

YUNUS KATHAWALA and VVILIAMR. ALLEN (1992) repeat background of expert
systems arid summarize some current Expert System in Job Shop Scheduling.

Artificial llllelhgence (AI) research has begun to yield commercially attractive results.
Among these are robotics, natural language systems, exploratory programming. and
expert systems. The expert system is aimed at capturing the expert knowledge of human
problem solvers. There are three general classifications of problem confront businesses:

,
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- Well defined and relatively simple tasks that are currently done
by the experts_

- Well understood problem that, due to the overwhelming flow
data, humans often solve poorly. The authors would classify job shop
scheduling in this group.

-Poorly understood problem that is poorly solved by humans.
Improving the profitability! a business would fit this classification.

The fir,t clas~ification is Ideally suited for expert .'ystem development. The second
should be approached with caution, while the last should be completely avoided.

The main component' of an e"pert system are: The inference engine, the knowledge
base, the knowledge update facility, the explanation facility, u~er interface., in whIch
inference engine and (he knowledge are the hearl of the expert system.

For expert system apphcation in scheduling task. the goal is not to be infinitely adaptahle
to th~ many environments. Rather, expert system is designed to fit tbe em.ironment.
Thus, it cannot aflcellbe source of the orders. nor change the degree of complexity. but
an expert system destgned for specific eIlI'lronment can be flexible. Because the
t1CXlbilitycomes from external sources, a nCW algorithm is added so a good expel'!
system can easily be reprogrammed to account for such changes.

Some Expert System Apphcation in Job Shop Scheduling: ISIS (intelligent schedull1lg
and infonnation systems) is an expert system designed for use at a large tl.lrbine
component job
shop. The system of KcrrlEbsal)' is an expert system developed for a small Australian
manufacturer. The 2xpert System Scheduler, an expert system has been developed to ald
in the overall goal of speeding product to the marketplace.

•

,
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R.M.KERR.R.V.EBSARY (l995) described the cxpcnmental nnplemenlation of a rule
based expert system for production scheduling in a small manuracturing company. A~
attempt wa, made to capture the local knowledge and informal heuristic used by the
experienced human production scheduler and to reduce these to a set of rules whICh
would operate On a relational database representing current shop floor status and project
future Ioadmg; the objective was for the system to produce schedule, similar to those of
human. There are two main alternatives' types of approach was initially con,idered for
the computerized scheduling ~ystem:

A deterministic approach in which (he environment is assumed to remain 5t~tic over a
short planning horizon, and the schooule is optimized over this period according to seine
chosen criterion.

A heuristic approach invol\'lng development of a Set of local or global 'rule' for loading
of work centres and dispatching of Jobs,

To present the decision making behaviour of human sctlcduler:

The computer database must contain continuously updated representation of both the
projected forward loading und the current situation on the shop floor.

Ttle rule-base must detennine ttle way in which the effects of a particular external cvcnt
will be propagated through the database 1nthe iterati ve search for satisfying sctlcdules.

Set of rules conSIsts of: order pnority rules. job/operatIOn precedence ordering rules.
work centre loading rules. job dispatching rules, general contingency rules, time
conversion rules,

FRENCH.S (1982) mentions concept of line balancing for assembling line. Assembling
line i" used in many cases of industrial production. The simplest way to picture is to

,
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imagme a comey belt along which are situated a number of stages (work stations). At
each stage a number of assembly operation is performed. The convey belt moves the
partially assembled product between slage; pauses for a length of time to allow the stages
complete their task. We can see that: Each stage has nearly the same of time to complete
;ts operation. The length of lime is equal with processing time plus the time needed to
move parts between stage. In assembling line, our task is to assign the operation to the
slage. The objective may be to ma~imize production rate, or minimize wok.jn-process.
More generally, we may wish 10 minimize the unit cost of prodUCllOll. which related both
III capital investment and labor cost. Each slage would be assigned the same amount of
work. So each stage does not complain if one has to work harder than another, It because
of its intention 10 "balance" the workload evenly along the assembly line thai the problem
has its name.

,

CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS PANNING
3.1 Introduction
In the recent days, manufacturing and business people are facmg increasing challenge
both from domestic and intemational competitors in the market place. No matter what
about satisfactIOn of customer such as quantity of orders, right information and evidence
etc. are very important things in business. In order to surviving, various companies have
to able to manage thc dynamic market variables and satisfy their cllstQmers better than
their compelltors. The MRP system 15 a very good choice in business and indllstnal
sector. The MRPn sy,tem (Manufacturing Resource Planning) is widely accepted by
many manufacturing and business organizations 10 this region. No\\' the MRP II system is
the third generation of the Materials Planning System after Materials Requirement
Planning (MRP) system in the fIrst generation and Closed-loop MRP in the second
generation. This MRP II system helped management people in decision making to run the
business through the status of integrated business and operational information. The MRP
11 system has purpose of usage closely to the Closed-loop MRP by MRP 11 can hnk
various functIOnal activities in a firm. The MRP n system integrated Master Production
Schedliling (MPS), Material Requirement Planning (MRP), Capacity Reqllirement
Plannmg (eRP). Marketing Planning, Production P1allnLllg, Purchasing. Shop Floor
Control and the last one is financLllg together and distributed output in the form of
tinancial report or other required report.

3.2 MRP- Material Requirements Planning
MRP has been a well-known acronym for the last four decades just as it is a famous
system in may companies

because of its simple concepts and simple calculation

algonthm. The MRP is an approach to production planning and control in discrete parts
manufacturing and assembly.

The basic idea of MRP is to plan material requirements. So MRP i, used to coordinate
orders that come both from within the factory and from outside the factory. Those from

•
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outside are called Purchase Orders. Those from within the factory are called Jobs or
work orders. It deals with two basic dimensions of production control: quantities of parts
and time.

According to BOM data, MRP also requires information concerning demand, which
comes from the Muster Production

SChedule (MPS) containing gross demand, the

current inventory status known as on-hand, and the status of orders known as Scheduled
Receipts.
The basic process of MRP is simple,

FOT

each level in BOM, starling with end items,

MRP does the followlIlg:
I. Determine net demand

by subtracting on-hand inventory and any ~chedule

receipts from the gross demand.
2. Compute lot sizes for jobs
3, Ofhet the due dates of the jobs with lead times to determine starl times.
4, use start times and the quantities at the present level to generate demand for the
components at the next leveL

And the basic outputs of an MRP system are planned order releases, change notices,
and exception reports. Figure 3.1 represenls a schematic of the process.

3.3 CLOSED.LOOP MRP
This system lIlcludes capacity requirement

planning (eRP) and rechecked for capacity

feasibility before any orders are released. ThIS rcched is made through the fccdback [aap
unlil the plan compilcs with validity capacI!Y. This feedback enables thc management to
decide when a corrcctive action is reqUIred. The MRP schedule must be subsequently
checked for capacity feasibility before any orders are released. If sufficicnl capacity will
not be available to meet the planned work orders as welt as the shop orders already
released. it may be necessary to revise the MrS or increase capacity. Adjllstmcnts are
made as shown through the feedback loop until the plan compiles with valid capacity
projections.
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FIgure 3.1 MRP Schematic [Tersine R.I. 1994]
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3.4 Manufacturing Resource Planning - MRPII
Manufacturing

Resource

Planning

is a much more sophisticated

InCorporales infonnatlOll from manufacturing,

system

which

marketing, and finance into a lotal

operations plan for the organization. The concepts are relatively simple and are easily
Implemented using a computer. Figure 3.2 shows an instance of the MRPII hierarchy.
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~
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Figure 3.2 MRPII Hierarchy
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3.4 Capacity Management in MRP II S)'stem
I. Resource Requirement

s Planning (RRP) is concerned with long-range capacity

resource requirements und is directly linked to production planning. It involves
changes in manpower, capital equipment, product design or other facilities thJt
take a long llme 10 acquire and dispose of.
2. Rough Cut Capacity

Planning

(Reep)

IS used to provide

a quick capacity

check of a few critical resources to enSure the fea~abihty of tile master production
schedule. But

Reep

cannot perform any offsetting of MPS, it Just detects an

infeasIble MPS.
3. Capacity Requirement

Planning

(eRr) provides a more detailed analysIS of

production plans than is available from rough-cut capaclly planning. Neccssul'Y
InpUls include all planned order relea:;es, the exiung WIP position. routing clata.
as well a, capacity and lead-time data for all proces:; center:;. eRP predicts job
completion times using the lead llme data ad then compare, predicted loading
over time with the eapocity scheduler. Instead. CRP pelfonns

"hat is called

infimte forwarcl loading by taking the single value of the lead-time through the
"hop aod diViding it Into segment, correspondmg to each proce" center on a
paltlcular product's routmg. These individual lead times are then used along wilh
the current WIP position to e~timate amvaltimes

of work to each process cemer

al during each planning period on the MPS,

3.5 The Limitations of Existing MRPII System
A major problem of MRP II system is that it cannot gcnerate and .schedule orders within
the capacity available in the shop tloor control system. To extend this problem. when Bill
of Mate,i"l, (BOM) process generate some orders. Then these orders are sequenced by
approximation or trial and elTor to fit the avail~ble capacity but because of limitation on
lot sizlIlg and scheduhng, Therefore. MRP II m~y generate infeasible scheduling of
order, in a high po>sibihty, And other several difficulties ames in practice mclude,
unpredictable production lead times, unpredicUlble extemal demand for components.
random YIelds,defective items and changes in the final product schedule.
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3.6 Scheduling and Sequencing usage in MRP II System
The term scheduling is used to refer to the setting of operation dates and delivery dates
for manufactunng orders (or jobs or lots), short term horizon t refer to lime horizons of
days or weeks and the term real-time to refer to decisions that will have and almost
instantaneous effect, withm minutes even seconds. In an MRP II system, a scheduling
algorithm that is usually included ill the production control module carrie, out scheduling
for the short-term horizon. This algorithm assigns starting and cnding dates to the
operation, within each manufacturing order. [Kamantzky ] 985].

The term sequencing is used to refer to decISIOns concerning the sequence in which
manufacturing orders will be processed at a given production center. Th!s defimtion
implies that scqucncing also concernS the sequence of setups and tear-down in a given
production center. [Kamanlzky 1985].

3.7 The Relationship between MRP II and Scheduling and Sequencing
There are several works to be done with respect to integratIOn MRP 11 and Production
Scheduling and Sequencing. Most of researchcs are in the form of finite capacay MRP
system. These use linear programming fOlmu!ation to create the scheduling & sequencing
model. Some of the researches are:

Peter J Billington. John 0 McClain and Joseph Thomas, (1983): developcd linear
programmlllg snf mixed integer-linear programming fonnulations of tile problem. These
formulations compute the required production lead times according to the demands

011

available capacity. thereby reducing in.process inventory compare to the traditional
MRP. The model SImultaneously addresses three problems [Kamantzky 1985]:
Scheduling production so that demands for finished products and dependent
demands for components are met.
Scheduling production without exceeding equipment capacities
Scheduling production so as to minimize the sum of inventory carrymg costs.
setup costs, overtime costs and underutilization costs.

•
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However, there are drawbacks of this modeL One drawback of this approach is that all
operations 1n a roule are performed during the same period. This assumption requires that
the planning periods be as long as the average lead time for the products being
manufactured, or that routings be kept very short, at least in the model's input data. This
can be done by artificially extending the bills of matenuls through Ihe assignment of a
parl number to the output of every opemtion in a rol.lting [Kamantzky 1985]. Other
drawbacks are the solution time is very long for large problems with lot size rcarnetians
and only one type of lot sizing rule (periodic setup cost or minimum lot sile) is possible
to be conSIdered. [Nagendra ct a11994]

R Van Landeghern, 1993: presents Leitstand lype scheduling system,

This journal

descnbes the planning functions (such as MRP or OPT) lhat the Leistand adequately
support. Leisland lype of scheduling is a powerful combinalion of scheduling algonlhms
Wllh the power and graphic capabilities of CUTTenlworkstation and PC lechnology, A
lraditional Lei,land can be described as an electronic planning wall, on which all
operation sleps lor lasks) of a manufacturing order can be scheduled. It normally runs in a
mulli-lasking environment (slleh as OS/2 or UNIX) in order 10 lei all of liS componellts
work simultaneously. including real"time nelworklllg.

Spearman M.L. and Hopp W.L., 1994: developed algorithm lhat called capacitated
materalls requirement planning or MRP-C- The ba,ic algorithm of MRP-C pl'Ovides a
feasible solution to problem (I) by using a fa,l greedy heurisl1c. It lurns on thai thi, suboplimal algorillun provides very g""d wlution, when compared wilh oplimal (and much
slower) approaches. However, il has a problem lhal i, about heuristic SolUlion and
therefore is not optimal.

Nagendran Po> Das S., and Chao X., 1994: introduced a new MRP algorithm thut models
lhe capacity conslraints. The algorilhm uhhzes both linear programming and heuristic to
generate the schedule. The new algorithm IS able to accommodale a variety of lot ,izing
rule" Thi, algorithm is designed to work in a computer dalabase envlronmenl, and is able
to provlde a solulion in realistic time. Bllt the algorithm is not yet perfect and gl\'es rise to

.•
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,e,-eral research questions in reahstic time. From some testing with the algorithm, there
are some interesting insights into the problem. For instance, since the MRP-LP has no
knowledge about lot sizes. it does not make full use of the back order feature,

Taal M. and Wortmann J,e.,

1997: provided on solving these capacity problems by

Improving capacity planning al the materials requirement planning (MRP) level through
integration of MRP and finite capacity planning. This obtains in a planning method for
simllltaneous capacity and material planning. The planning method is based on a new and
more accurate primary process modes, givmg the planning algorithm more flexibihly 10
solving capacity problems. The algorithm is based on advanced scheduling techniques
and uses aggregated information, thus combining speed and accuracy The algorithm is
deSIgned to use the available flexIbility: alternative routing, Safety slock, and rcplanning
of production orders and requirements.

Samuhm'inyoo K. and Hasin M,A.A., 1998: hIS thesis presents a plan to generate aMPS
in accordance with the available rough-cut capacity 111case of Siemens, an electrical
equipment manufacturing company in Thmland, This tilesis also presents tile algorithm
used in software to support this time con~um;ng and complex iterative computation
proce%

,

CHAPTER FOUR
COMPANY AND PRODUCT PROIiILE

4.1 A General Overview of Plastic Companies in Bangladesh
According to the publication of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, there is infonnation
about thc tOlal plastic manufacturing

companies in Bangladesh,

but no elassifled

information is available here.

Title
Numbcr offactories
Avg,

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

1995-96

1997-98

167

166

172

210

178

annual

emplo)1Tlent 3214

2996

3337

5001

3660

annual

employment

2391

2179

2930

3599

2476

376

527

387

740

775

816

658

631

608

541

(admin)

A'g

(production)
Fixes Asset (in million taka)
Industrial

Cost

(in

million

tab)

4.2 The Organization
The plastic manufacturing company IS located at Tongi, Dhaka, They get orders from
scverJl companies that produce oil (both mustard and Soybean) and mmcral warer. The
boltles are of many different sizes and shapes, The ordering characteristIc is lumpy

!11

nature, Thus. it is a perfcct example of order-based balch manufacluring process.

4.3 Process Description
The eompumes in Bangladesh that produce bottles basically of two types: some produce
bottle form raw matenals (plastlc, resin etc.) and other produce it from prefOlm,.
"PrefOlln" is nothing but a plastic product fmrn which bottles of dIfferent shapes can be
produced. The company nOw buys prefonns from India in batches. Then using the
preforms, they produce bottles in

Q

single stage productlon cycle. There are three similar

,
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machines, which produce bottles simullaneously. Thus, it is a perfect example of Parallel
Machine Sequencing Problem, as outlined in 'Scheduling',

The bottle manufacturing process has the following steps of operations, in this company:

Blowing Stage

I

Pre-form

t

I

Blowmg mle

"I-~~
I

Bottle

-~.I

Packaging

Figure 4.1 Blow Moldmg Operation.

4.4

Product Description

A, slated earlier. the company imports preforms from india, all white In color. They
produce three sizes of bottles, which are generall~ classifIed by weights, The categoric,
are:
o

54 gram pre-form for producing 2 Iiler boule

o

45 gram pre-form for producing

o

42 gram pre-form for producing 500 Ct boule

I liter bottle

The 2-htel' and I-liter bottles are used for mineral water. whereas. I-liter and 500-cc
boltles are used for oils,

4.4 Machine Capacity
All three machines are identical, and have equal capacIty. As thc m~chine, are old. thcy
cannot produce up to muximum capacity. Each machine can produce 500 bottles per
hour.

•

CHAPTER FIVE
THEORETICAl. CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 Scheduling
Scheduling is the allocation of resources over time to perform a collection of tasks. This
rather general definition of the term does convey two different meanings that are
important in understandlOg the purpose of this topic. Firs!. scheduling is a declSlonmaking function; it is the process of determining a schedule. In this sense, much of ••.•.
hat
we learn about scheduling can apply to other kinds of decIsion-making and therefore has
general practical value. Second, scheduling is a body of theory; it is a collection of
princIples, models, techniques, and logical conclusions that pro"ide insight into the
scheduling function. In this scnse. much of whal we learn about scheduling can apply to
other theones and therefore has general conceplual value. Thus there are two purpo,es of
scheduling; it is meant to provide both a practical and a conceptual learning expericncc.
Let LISlook more closely at the scheduling function and at scheduling theory [Baker
]974, French 1986].
5.2 The Seheduling Funetion
The practical problem of allocating resources over time to Jl{'rform a collection of tasks
an,es Lnn vanety of situations. In most cases. however, scheduling does not become a
concern lIntil some fundamental planning problems are resohed.

and it must be

recognized that scheduling decisions are of secondary importance to a broader set of
managerial decisions.

For e"ample, in manufacluring

applications, the fundamental

managerial questions involve selecting a product to be manufactured and determining lhe
"cale of production. After market studie, and economic analyses are used to resolve such
'SSlies. technologIcal planning focuses 011the question of how the product should be
manufactured.

Only after tilese planning questlons

have been answered,

and the

availability of resources is known, does it become appropriate to conSIder problems of
schedliling. As another example, the fundamental managerial questions in the delivery of
health care require the fundamental managerial questions in the delivery of health care
reqllire the designation of services to be provided and the level at which each SerVlCewill

•
be offered. Then technological
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planning deals with questions

of facility design,

equipment utilization, and personnel deployment. Once these decisions have provided a
profile of the resources available, it is then po"sible to deal with seheduli og problems.

These examples indicate how the fundamental managerial decisions address themselves
to three kinds:
(1) What product or service is to be provided?
(2) On what scale ",ill it be provided?
(3) Whal resources will be made available?

Detennining
scheduling

answers to these questions is the planning
function

function; in contrast. the

preSI.llTICSthat anSWerS to these questlOns already exist. Therefore,

the function of scheduling per se becomes relevant In a situation where the nalure of the
task:; to be scheduled has been described and the configuration of the resources available
has been deterrmned.

In pract[ce. of course. the scheduling und planning functions may not be completely
independent. To illustrate these two functions. here is a typical scenario. The planner flrs[
identities the tasks to be carried out and setl limits on the amount of reCOurseavailahle
The scheduler then take> lhis information as given and detennines how 10 allocate lhe
availahle relources

to perform lhe specified tasks. When a tentative >ehedule is

constructed. the scheduler Can evaluale it and convey this evaluation to the planner. The
planner may not be satisfied with the performance achIeved by lhe lentative schedule und
may alter the planned resource capac1lles (or even lhe lasks themselves). thereby
providing revised mput for the scheduler. The interplay between these two roles might b~
repealed in lhis manner over several exchanges before a final planning deCision IS
reached.

Ullimately.

however.

planning

decisions

represenl

lhe

longer-range

commitments, such as deSIgn or expansion of facilities, purchase and installation of
equipmenl, and lhe determination of lhe labor force. While these deciSIOns may be made
originally by considering how scheduling would be accomplished, once they are re,olved
Ihey detennine the limits within which the scheduling funclion musl be performed over a

•
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long period of time. Therefore, the scheduling process most often arises in a situation
where resource availabilities are essentially fi~ed by the long-term commitment, of a
prior planning decision.

With the background in mind, we can describe the steps by which scheduling decisions
arc reached as the system approach. Used informally, this term may mean only a rational
method of arrIving at deCIsions; but the systems approach does exhibit a formal structure,
one that has found more and more support

10

contemporary managcnal practice. The four

primary stages of the systems approach are formulation. analysis. synthesis and
evaluation. In the firs! stage, basically, a problem 15identified and the criteria thai should
guide decision-makmg are determined. This is often a subtle and complicated activlly.
but good decisions can scldom be expected without a clear definition of the problem in
hand and an explicit recognition of objectives. Analysis is the detailed process of
examining the clements of a problem and their interrelationships. ThIS stage IS aimed at
identifying the decision variables and also at specifying the relationships among them and
the constraints they must obey. SynthesIs is the process of building alternative solutions
ro th~ problem. Its role is to characteri7e the feasible options that are available. FlJlally.
evaluation is the process of comparing these feasible altemau ves and selecting a desirahle
coursc of action. This selectIon is, of course, based on the criteria that were developed at
the outset.

The study of schedl.iling model and methods will help develop thesc skIlls. Fonnulaung a
deClSion-makmg criterion is perhaps the most difficult of the four stage"

but the

scheduling problems illustrate the types of goal, commonly found in practice. The
processes of analysis and synthesis are aIded by a familiarity with suitable models. The
models to be studied contam the important elements and relauonships that frcquently
arise in scheduling problems,

and they also suggest how fea,ible

solutions can

systematically be constructed. Finally the process of evaluating alternatives may be a
complicated task in large scheduling problems. and sophi,ticated solution techniqllcs are
often a vital part of the scheduling function.
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Fannal models are available to aid decision making in a variety of scheduling problems.
For example, one of the simplest and most widely used models is the Gantt chart, which
i.' a graphical representation of scheduling relationships. In us basic form the Gantt chart

is a graph of resource allocation Over time. Generally, specific resources are shown along
the vertical aXISand a time scale is shown along the horizontal axis. Since the graph
breaks down resource allocation by time, it conveys basic information about system
status for scheduhng purposes. In this concise format, analysis
relationships Can yield mferences about the behavlOr
manipulation

of the graphical

of a given schedule. ",hile

of the graphical elements can yield comparative

information about

alternatlve scheduhng decisions. In this way, the Gantt chart serves as a focus for
implementing the systems approach In scheduling. The following sections will examine
algebraic. logical and simulation models. as well as graphical models. all of which can
play the same valuable role in the scheduling function.

A final caveat needs to be added regarding the role of models in scheduling. We noted
that models are inherent in the sy,tems approach and provide a direct basis for making
decisions when the systems approach is utilize. Indeed, when a model IS actually a
fallhful representation of real1ty, it Can become an integral part of the scheliuling
function. On the other hand. coarse and somewhat oversImplified models can ~lso be of
value. for on tillS level their role is to represent the general structure and essentl~1
properties of scheduling problems. It is the theory of scheduhng that has developed this
type of model, providing a useful framework for perfonning the scheduling function
clfectlVely.

5.3 Scheduling The<)ry
SchedulIng theory is concerned primarily with mathematical models that relate to the
scheduling function, and the development of useful models and teehmques has been the
continuing

interface between

theory and practice, The theoretical

perspective

is

predominantly a quantitative approach, one that attempts to capture problem structure in
concise mathematical form, In particular, this quantitative approach begInS with a
translation of decision-making goals into explicit constraints,

•
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Ideally, the objective function should consist of all costs in the system thai depends on
scheduling decisions. In practice, however, such costs are often difficult to measure, or
even to identify completely. In fact. the major operallng costs - and the most readily
Identifiable - are determined by the planning function, while the short-tenn costs are
difficult to isolate and oflen lend to appear fixed. Nevertheless, three types of decisionmaking goals seem to be prevalent in scheduling; efficient utilizatiOn of resources, rapid
response to demand,.

and dose conformance to prescribed dcadhnes. Freqllcntly an

important cost-related measure of sy,tem perfolmance (such as machine idle time. Job
wm!lng time, or job lateness) can be used as a substitute for total system cost, and
quantitative approaches to problems with thesc criteria appear throughout the literature
on scheduling.

Tw() kinds of feasibility conSlraints are commonly found in scheduling problems. First,
there are limits on the capacity of available resources and, second, there are technological
restrictions on the order in which task> Can be performed. A solutlon to a scheduling
problem is any fea,ible resolution ()f these two types of constraint". so that 'solving' a
scheduling problem amounts to answering two kind, of questions;
1. Wluch rcsources Willbe allocated to perform each task?
2. When will each task be perfomled?
On othcr words, the essence of .>chedulingproblems gives rise to
(1) allocation deciSIOnsand
(2) sequencing

deciSIOns. The scheduling

literature

is replete

with

mathematical models for these t"o kinds of decision problems.

Traditionally. schcduling problem, have viewed as problem, in optimization subject to
constraints - specifIcally, problems in allocation and sequencing. Sometimes. scheduling
is purely allocation, and in these cases mathematical programming models can usually he
employed to determine optimal decisions. These general techniques are described in
many available literatures. On the other hand, problems that are purely sequencing are
germane to the scheduling field.
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The vital elements in scheduling models UrCresource and tasks. In the scheduling
literature resources

are typically characterizes in terms of their qualitative

and

quantitative capabilities, so that a model describes the type and the amount of each
resource. An mdividual task is described in terms of such information as its resource
requirement, its duration, the time at which it may be started, and the time at which it is
due, In addition, a collection of lasks may sometimes be described in terms of the
technological constraints (precedence restrictions) that eXIst among as elemenLI.

The theory of scheduling also includes a variety of techniques that are useful in solving
schcduhng problems. Indeed. the scheduling field has become a focal POlilt for the
development, application,

and evaluation of combinatorial

procedures,

simulation

techniques, network method, and heuristic solution approach. The selection of an
appropriate technique depends on the complexity of the problem, the nature of the model,
and the choice of a criterion as well as other factors; 10 many cases it mlght be
appropriate to consider several alternative techniques. For this reason, scheduling theor)'
is perhaps as much the study of methodological as it ISthe study of models.

To classify the major scheduling models it is necessary to characterize the configuration
of resources and the behavior of tasks. For instance, a model may contain one reSOurCe
type or several resource types. If it contained one resource type, task> are likely to be
single tasks. whlle muluplc-resource

models usually Involve multistage tasks, and in

either case resources may be available in unit amounts or in parallel. In addItion. if tlieo:et
of ta,ks available for scheduling docs not change over time, the system is called Slatic, in
contrast to cases in which new tasks arises over time, where the system is called dynamic.
Traditionally, static models have proven more tractable than dynamic models and have
been subjected to more extensive study. Nevertheless. static models have often captured
the essence of more complex, dynamic systems. and the analysis of stalle problems has
frequently uncovered valuable insights and wund heunstic principles that arc useful in
more general SItuations.
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Many of the early developments in the field of scheduling were motivated by problems
arising in manufacturing.

Therefore it was natural to employ the vocabulary of

manufacturing when describing scheduling problems. No\\' even though scheduling work
is of considerable significance in many non-manufacturing areas, the terminology of
manufacturing is still frcquenl1y used. Thus, resources are usually called 'machines

and

basic task modules are called 'jobs". Sometimes, jobs may consist of several elementary
ta,ks thai are interrelated by precedence restrictions; such elementary tasks are referred to
as "operations", Therefore, it is pOSSIble to encounter, for example, a problem in the
scheduling of outpatient ViSllSto specialists in a diagnostic clinic and 10 find the system
descnbed generally as the proce,sing of "jobs" by "machines".

5.4 Sequencing Algorithms
The pure sequencing problem is a speclahzcd scheduling problem in whIch an ordering
of the jobs completely determines a schedule. Moreover, the simplest pure sequencing
problem is one in which there is a single resource, or machine. As simple as it i.'.
however, the single machine case is still very important for several reasons. First. in the
Ieaming process, the single machine problem is significant in that it can illustrate a
variety of scheduhng topics in a tractable modeL It provides a context in which to
investigate many different performanee meaSlires and several solution techmques, It 1,
therefore a building block in the development of a comprehenSive understanding of
schecluling concepts, an understandlllg that ,hould ultimately facilitate tile modelmg of
eomplLcated systems. In order to understand completely the behavior of a complex
system, it is vllal to understand the workings of its components, and quite often the
single-mneiline problem appears as an elementary component in a larger scheduling
problem. Sometimes, it may even be possible to solve the imbedded sLngle-machine
problem independently and then to incorporate the result into the larger problem. Foe
example, in multiple-operation

processes there is often a bOllleneck stage, and the

treatment of the bottleneck itself with single-machine analYSIS may detemline

the

properties of the entire schedule, At other times, the level at which the properties of the
enure schedule. At other times, the level at which decisions must be made may dictate
that the processlrIg facility should be treated in the aggregate, as a single resource.

,
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The ba~ic single-machine problem is characterized by these conditions,
C I. A set of

11

independent,

single-operation

jobs is available for processing

at time zero.

e2. Setup lllnes for the jobs are independent of job sequence and Can be induded in
processing times,

C3. Job descriptions

are known in advance.

C4. One machine is continuously

available and is never kept Idle while work is waiting.

C5. Once processing begins on ajob,

It

is pax:essed to completion without interruption.

Under these conditions there is a onC-lo-onc correspondence between a sequence of the n
jobs and a permlltation

of the jobs Indices 1,2, ... ,n. The lolal number of distinct solutions

to the basic single-machine problem is therefore n!. which is the number of dIfferent
permutations of II elements, Whenever a schedule can be characterized by a permutation
of Integers, it is called a pennulat;on sched"le.

which is a classification that extends

beyond single-machine cases. In describing permutation schedules, It is helpful to usc
brackets to indicate posItion 1ll sequcnce. Thus [5J=2 means that the fifth job is in
sequence is job 2, Similarly, dill refers to the due date of the first job in sequence.

After covering some preliminaries in thi, section, we review in the subsequent ,ections
the elementary single-machine scquencing results for problem, containing no due dates,
and the elementary results for problem, involving due dates. Thi, is organized to &ho",
how differences in the choice of a criterion will often lead to dlffercnees in methods of
Solulion, In the next section we shall e"amine several general-purpose methodologies.mat
can bc applied to single-machine problems.

5.5 Parallel Machine Problem
According to the definition gLvenin earlier seclions, the process of sehcduhng In general
requires both sequencing and resource allocation decisions. When there"

only a single

resource, a.~in the single-machine model, the allocation of that resource is completely
determined by sequencing decisions, Consequently there is no distinction between thesc
two decision problems in the models covered in the foregoing chapters. To begin to
appreciate this distinction we must e"amine multiple processor models, Thi, chapter and

•
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the two thai follow are addre~ses to the elementary multiple processor models; parallel
machine systems, flow shop systems, and job shop systems. The next se<:tion of thi,
chapter trealS parallel machine problems involving identical processors and independent
Jobs and treats dependentjohs.

5.6 Parallel Identical Processes And Independent Jobs
In scheduling problems it is often possible lO take advantage of paralleli,m in resource
structure. A simple context for investigating the effects of parallel resources IS the
problem of single-stage sequencing with several machines. As in the model, suppose
there are n smgle-operatwn jobs simullaneously available at time zero. Also suppose that
there ure m identical machines available for processing, and that a Job Can be pro~e"sed
by at most one machme at a tune. Once agaln, It is possible to deal WIth the fundamental
perfonnance

measures,

only this time scheduling decisions

will reflect resource

parallelism.

5.7 Algorithm
(Minimizing F with parallel Identical Machine,)
Step 1. Construct an SPT ordenng of all the jobs
Step 2. To the machine WIth the least amount of processing already allocated, as,ign the

next job on the ordered list of jobs. (Breaks ties arbitranly) Repeat until all jobs are
asslgncd,

Except for ties, this algonthm will produce a unique schedule and, of course, it will be
One of the schedules that might be produced by the m-jobs-at-n-t;me approach. This
heuristlc algorithm, however, h", two special virtues. First, the algorithm ;s a di"pat~h;ng
procedure. so that scheduling decisions can be Implemented in order that they are made.
Second. thc algOrithm can be extended ;n an obvious way to detenninistic problem
invol\'ing intcrnuttent artivals and to stochastic problems involving random arrivals.
Keither property holds for the m-jobs-a-time procedure.
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By contrast, no direct algorithm has been developed fOTconstructing an optimal schedule
when Fw is (he criterion.

Dynamic

case (he "cLifse of dimensionality"
for problems

of even moderate

programming

formulations

are possible,

render.~ a dynamic programming
size. Two theoretical

properties

procedure

hut in this
impractical

apply to this problem

F1rs!, 115should be evident, any optimal solution must have WSPT job ordering

;

at each

machine. (If this were 1I0t true, a simple pairwise interchange 011one machine could
improve the schedule.) Second, a lower bound on the optimum vallie of Fw can he
computed. as shown by Eastman, Even, and Isaacs, Let,

B(I)

value Fw for the given job set

= the minimal

if (here Were only one machine

(obtained via WSPT)
B(n) == tile minimal value of F., for the given job set if lhere were 11machines

(obtained

by assIgning each job 10 a different macl1lnc)
Then a lower bound for m machines (1<==m<==I1)is
B(m)"'{(m-l jB( 1)+2B{n)jl2m
Clearly, B "'max

(B9m))

is also a valid bound. and may be beller because

of lhc rare

occasions in which B(m)<B(l),
The m jobs.al.a-time

procedure

is incorporated

into a heuristic

procedure

denote Hm,

which works in lhis way.

Step 1. From a pnorily list of all unscheduled jobs ac~ording 10 some I1Jle. R.
Step 2. Assign the first "m" jobs on the 11>\10 "m" differenl machines. Repeat Step 2 until
all Jobs are scheduled and then go 10 Step 3.
Step 3. Apply WSPT se'-juencing to each machlllc.

The complementary

heuristic procedure,

called

lh assign one job at a lime

Step 1. From a PI'IOnly list of aIlullScheduledjobs

according to some rule. R,

Step 2. Assign the fast Job On lhe list 10 the machine with tile least amounl of processing
allocated. Repeat unlil all jobs have been assigned. Then go 10 Step 3.

Step 3. Apply WSPT sequencing 0 each machine.
These two heuristic

algorithms

are applied to a particular case of boule manufacturing.

which

Machine",

"Parallel

is a "Single

Oriented" manufacluring

system.

ldentleal

Macl1ine".

problem.

having

"Batch

,

CHAPTER SIX
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

6.1 Introduction
The research is based on the classical ideas of operations management, which says that a
parti,ular plan should be selected based on the minimum total costs, which includes
inventory cost, overllme cost, shortage eost (opportunity loss), and subcontracl cost The
plans are obtained using appropriate rules, or algorithms of scheduling and sequencing.
Heuristic rules are tested. as those arc able to give a near optimum solution in u feas,ble
time frame. Three plans are obtmned in sueh a way. Then those are exammcd using the
above cost elements. Once the total costs are found, two criteria are used to select tile best
approach for scheduling in this parucular situation. The first criteria is minimum average
flo'" time, which is the most widely used objecllve of schedullllg, and total matenuls
cost, which is the most widely used criteria for selecting a plan, out of many feasIble
plans, Thus, basically, the schedules ~re verified twice,
6.2 Data and Analysis

Jobs arrived

•
•

Initial proeess plans

If there is big wide
margin of dIfference

Schedule generated through m-jobsat-a-time and I-job-at-a-time rules

,j.
Select the rule. and schedule
offering minimum average
flow time

If mean flow time are cl
Inventory cost determination

•

Select the rule, and schedule offering
minimum inventory cost flow time
Figure 6.1 Step-by-step Methodology
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In addition to schedules, some performance indIces were computed In order to know the
materials

management performance.

Some

of

those

mdices

are

as

follows

[Gopalakrishnan 1984]:

•

Material Planning Indices

Planning efficiency index = Number of rush orders placed! toral no. of orders

•

Inventory and Stores

Raw material, spare parts, finished goods inventory and work-in-progress indices:

Week's Inventory Onhand ratio = Material on stock! average inventory
2

Invcntary turnover ration (finished goods) " annual sales/average inventory

3

Inventory tU1110verralio (raw materials) = annual consumption! average inventory

•

Store Indices

Store efficiency index'" No. of requisillons dehvered on timeltotal no, of requlSlllOns
2

Scrap disposal index = value of scrap disposal/lOlal value of scrap

J

Scrap loss Index" value of scrap sold / value at which bought

CHAPTER SEVEN

ANALYSIS
7.1 Schedule Generation
The schedules are generated using two rules m-jobs-at-a-time, parallel identical machme
algorithm and one-job-at-a-time

parallel identical machine algorithm, Bolh rules are

heuristic in nature,

7.2 Scheduling Using Urn and H, Heuristic Algorithms Without Considering Setup
Time
There are three identical machines, for which m=3 is considered, Processing times per
jobs are listed below. Thc jobs are received in a period of a month.

Table 7.1, Job processing time and weightage
Job

i

"w,
t,lw,

1

2

3

5
2
2.5

15

6

4
3,75

2
3.0

4
13
4
3,25

5
18
5

6
20

7

8

8

8

9
10

5

3

3

3

3.6

4.0

2.67

2.67

333

10

4
2
2.0

Here. tJ is the processing time for job j, Wi is the weightagc for job j.
Under H,,, (= HJ) an initial ordering must be specified ill Step l. Then three jobs are
assigned simultaneously to thrce machines. Then the final sequencing is done based on
weightages of the jobs.

Under Hi, suppose agam, that the jobs are Initially ordered by WLPT. The procedure then
simply assigns the jobs one at a time, and finally reorders all jobs so that WSPT prevail>
on each machine. The schedule that results has a slighty smaller value Fw than the one
produced above by H",.
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The comparative study examined several variations of these heuristic procedures and
concluded that their relative behavior was extremely dIfficult to characterize. The study
found that
(a) Ilj and H", will in general produce different schedules,
typical! y produce different schedules

and either method will

when the milia! ordering

R is varied.

(b) neither HI Or Hm can guarantee optimality; and

(c) it doe, not appear possible to identIfy a "besl rule" R for HI or for lim

ill..Hrn heuristic

rule:

imtia! Job List: {G, 2, 5, 9, 4. 3. 8. 7. L to).
Assignment

of jobs to machllles:

3{ll

6(5)

20
2(4)

26

9(3)
18

6

I

2

2

5

3

9

3

4

2

3

8

I

7

2

3
10

3

7(3)

28

5(5)

Machine Assigned

34

I

4(4)
15

Jobs (wjl

8(3)

I
28

36

1O(2)1

1(2)

33

37

51
Final

Schedule

I

8(3)

3(2)

I

4(4)

"

8
7(3)

I

6(5)

34
2(4)

8

21

W(2)1 1(2)

ml=34x5+
ml=36x4+21

5(5)

9(3)

4
Computations

36

9

37

19

of Weights of individual machines:

14x2+8x3",222
x4+8x3",252

mF> 37x5+ 19x3+9x2+4x2=268

Computation

of weighted menn flow lime:

=

222+252+268
2+4+2+4+5+5+3+3+3+2

=

742

'" 22.48 hour,
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b) HI heuristic rule:
lnilial job list: {6, 2, 5, 9, 4, 3, 8, 7, I, WJ
Initial schedule:
6(5)

3(2)

7(3)

20
2(4)

26

I

9(3)

34
8(3)

25

15

33

4(4)

5(5)

18

I !O(2J I
33

I(2)
3I

I

36

,
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Jobs (w,l

Machine Assigned

6

I

2

2

5

3

9

2

4

3

3

I

8

2

7

I

3
10

2

Final schedule:

7(3)

3(2)

I
8

11O(2}

I

14

8(3)

4

I

1(2)

6(5)
34
9(3)

12(4)

22

12

I

5(5)

4(4)

5

37

18

36

WeIghts of individual machines:
ill,., 34x5+ 14x2+8x3=222
ffi2=,37x4+22x3+ 12;d+4x2=258

m]=> 36x5+18x4+5x2=262
Computation

of weigh led mean flow time:

,,222+258+262

2+4+2+4+5+5+3+3+3+2

"

742 = 22.48 hours

33

p
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7.3 Scheduling Using Urn and HI Heuristic Algorithms Considering

Setup Time

There are three identical machines. Processing times per jobs with considering machine
setup time are listed below,

Table 7, I: Job processing time and weightage
Job

i

"w,

I
6
2

2
16
4

lfw,

3

4

3

5
19
5
3.8

4
14
4

7
2
3.5

35

6
21
5
4.2

7

8
9
3

9
3
3

9
II
3
3.67

3

10

5
2
2.5

a) Hm heuristic rule:
Initial Job List: {6, 2, 5, 9, 4. 3. 8, 7, 1, !O)

Assignment of jobs to machines:

6(5)
21
2(4)

4(4)

I

7(3)

39

30

5(5)

9(3)
19

(wJ)

37

28

16

Jobs

8(3)

3(2)

I
30

10(2)1

1(2)

36

41

Machme Assigned

6

I

2

2

5

3

9

3

4

2

3

I

8

I

7

2

I

3

10

3

•

-
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Final

Schedule
8(3)

7(3)

I
9
I

3(2)

I

6(5)

16

37

4(4)

2(4)

9

2J

10(2)1 1(2)

39

9(3)

5

5(5)

11

22

41

Computations of Weights of individual machines:
mi.> 37x5+ 16x2+9x3=144
rn2.,39x4+ 23x4+9x3=275

m.,=> 4h5+22x3+

llx2+5xl=303

Computation of weighted mean flow time:

~

Fw=

3

L

~

244+275+303

2+4+2+4+5+5+3+3+3+2

722 • 24.9 hour,
33

Wj

j=l
b) HI heuristic rule:
Initial job list: [6. 2, 5, 9, 4. 3,8.7,LIO}
Initial sclledulc:
6(5)

7(3)

3(2)

21
2(4)

28
8(3)

9(3)

16

37

27

5(5)

37

41

112) I

4(4)

19

1O(2}1

I

33

39

(
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Jobs (w,)

Machine Assigned

6

I

2

2

5

3

9

2

4

3

3

I

8

2

7

I
3

10

2

Final schedule:

7(3)
110(2)

I

3(2)

9

I

16

8(3)

5

I

1(2)

6(5)

37
9(3)

12(4)

25

14

I
6

4(4)

41
5(5)

20

39

Weights of indiVIdual machines:
mi.> 37x5+ 16x2+9x3=244

nll.A 1x4+ 25x3+ 14x3+ 5x2=291

In,=> 39x5+20x4+6x2=287
Computation

------

3

L
j=1

Wj

of weighted

=

mean flow time:

=

822

2+4+2+4+5+5+3+3+3+2

33

244+291+287

= 24.9 hours
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As can be secn, mean weighted flow times, a widely used scheduling

objective.

are equal

in both cases of HI and Hrn heuristic rules. Thus, a deadlock is created as to whIch rule 15
suitable for this particular case. Thus, further investigation is required to amye at a
decision, Total planning COSIS,which include inventory holding costs, shortage COSLI,
surplus costs, over time costs, etc are considered with respect to each schedule generated

by the above two heuristics rules. The following ,e<;lion illustrates this.
7.3 Total plu",ling costs
Costs for both plans are computed as per aggregate planning concepts. All possible
alternative cost elements are included in the follOWing computations

as given in the

tables:

Table 7.2 m-jobs-al-a-t;me
Cost and other element~
Bcginmn invenlO
Work days per month
(8 hrsJday x 25 days)
(8 hrsJda x20das)-Fcb
Production hour, avaiiable
(8 im; + 4 hrs) Ida\'
Regular shift production
(in thousands)
Demand forecast
(in thousand,)
Units overtime
Over time cost (1.5 times)
Safety stock (10% ,f
forecast) (in thousands)
Units excess
Umts shorla elms
Totai cost (Taka)

algorithm (on Un aggregate basis)

J"

F,b
3200

March
3400

A ril
3000

M,

10,000

2500

June
2000

200

160

200

200

200

200

300

240

300

300

300

300

1500

1200

1500

1500

1500

1500

1400

looD

1500

1600

1700

1800

0
0
140

0
0
100

0
0
150

100

200

300

10000

20000

30000

160

170

180

100

Total

150

100
80,245

,
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Table 7,3 One-job-al-a-lime

aIgonthm

Cost and other elements

J"

F,b

Be innin invent
Work days per month
(8 hnJday x 25 days)

10,000

200

3500
160

300

(8 hrsfda: x 20 da:s)

(on an aggregate basis)

M,

March
3000

A ril
2500

200

200

2000
200

240

300

300

300

300

1500

1200

1500

1500

1500

1500

1400

1000

1500

1600

1700

1800

0
0
140

0
0
100

0
0

50

150

200

6000

POOQ

12000

160

170

180

June
1500

Total

200

F,b

Production hours ,a,~~ilable

(8hrs+4hrs)/da
Regular shift production
(in thousands)

Demand forecast
(in thousands)

Units over time
Over lime cosl (1.5 times)
(10%
Safety
stock
of
forecast) (in thousands)

150
1

UmlS excess

40

Units shorlaae loss
Total cost (Taka)

50

120
50,178

It can be seen that total planning cost is much lower in case of One-Job-al-a-Time

(HI)

rule Thus, for this sitllation H, rule IS suggested.

7.4 Additional Measurements
Some

addmonal

pe,formance

pelfonnance

on Materials Management
measurements

are

Performance

computed

in ordcr

to

see

the

of plans, though scrap index is not directly relaled. Still then. It is computed

as an addlllOnal aspcct.
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7.4.1 Scrap Index
Table 7.4 % Scrap on Blow Machine on 2000-2001
Proouction

Month

('000) 2000

Production
('000) 2001
IlOO

('OM) 2000

Scrap

Scrap
('000) 2001

% scrap
2000

4290
4800

5.1
5.2
5.0
4.8
49
4.7
4.4
43
4.0
4.5
4.0

Joo

1000

F,b
MM

1200

1200

6240

1400
1500
1500

1300

7000

5070

5700
4900

A ,

M4
J"
J91
A9
So

1500

7200

1400

7350

1400

1500

6580

5250

1500
1600

1500
1400

6600

5400
4900

1400
1300

1300

0"
1)<"

6880
5600
5850
4800
4680

1300

1200
1200

Nov

5100

1100

1200

4420
4160

3300
3600

The aboye scrap calculatIOns arc for all three machines.
rale is gradllally declining,
common.

This decrease

scheduling

rule selection,

"'"
3.9
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.5
3.5
3.6
35
3A
3.2

3.0
30

3.9

It can be ob,erved

though there IS random fluctuation

is due to proper maintenance.

% scrap

Though

that the ,crap

as well, which is vel)'
it has nothIng regarding

but as both are a'peets of lOtal quality management.

tilis is also

studled.

7.4.2 Customer
Customer
customer

Service Index

service

index

is a direct

service is measured

measurement

of schedule~

generated.

in terms of order delivery requirement"

Since the

schedules

ilavc

much to c(}ntribute in this regard [Gopalakrisilnan].

Customer Service Index'"
Thi,

meaSure

immediately
completion

show> the
from

slock

Units Fillcd from stock trotal

percent
witbout

dates, an objective

of units
shortage.

ordered
This

of sclledule generation,

unit ordered

by customer

is directly

that

affected

The detailed

were

filled

by the order

data and calculations

are given in appendix.

,
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Table 7.5 Customer Service index
Under Current situation:
Product
Orde~
2 liter bottlc (water)
I liter bottle (water)
1 liter bottle (oil)
500ccbottle(oil)

('OOO uuits)
3000
9000
3000
1800

Unit filled Ondate ('000 units)
2200

7000
2500

1500
Avera e index

Under Hm Rule:
Order Qt ('000 units)
Product
2 liter boule (water)
3000
I liter bottle (water)
9000
I liter bottle (011)
3000
500 cc bottle (oil)
1800

UnderH, Rule:
Product
Order
2 liter bottle (water)
I Ilter bottle (water)
lincr bottle (oil)
500 cc boule (oi I)

Unit filled on date ('000 units)

Index

3000
8000

LO

2500
1600
Avera e index

3000
9000
3000

Unit filled on date ('000 nnits)
3000
8000
2700

1800

1600

t ('000 units)

Index
0.733
0.77
0.833
0.833
0.792

Averaae index

0.88
0.833
0.88
0.898

Index

LO
088
0.90
0.88
0.915

It can be seen that while existing experience-based schedule provide, 79% customer
smisfacuon lIldex, in terms of dehvery date fulfillment, it can be raised to 89.8% using
Hm algorithm, and to 91.5% using HI algorithm. Thus. H, rule seems to be the better
choice also in terms of customer satisfaction inde~. It may be stmed thm this algorithm
wa, seen a better chOlce In case of total planning cost also.

,
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7.5 PRODUCT MIX ANALYSIS
Among the three products which product should be produced In which quantity to ensure
maximum sell as well as maximum profit. a linear programming analysis is done. Wnh
several constra;nls (Demand. capacity and nonnegative), the objective is to maximize
total sells.

7.5.1 linear Programming
Many people rank the development of linear programming among the most important
sCIentific advances of the mid.twemieth century. and we must agree with his assessment,
Its impact smce just 1950 has been extraordinary. Today it is a standard tool that has
saved many thousands or million of dollars for companies or businesses of even moderate
SIze m the mdustrialized countries of the world, and its use in other sectors of society has
been spre:lding rapIdly, Dozens of textbook have been written about the subject, and
pubhshed articles describing important application" now number in the hundreds. In fact
a very major proportion of all scientifIc computatIOn on computers IS devDted to the use
of linear programming and closely related techniques.

Linear programming deals with the problem of allocating lunitcd resources among
competing aetiviUes in the best possible (i.e.. optimal) way. This problem of allocation
can arisc whenever one must select the level of certain activities that compete for scares
re"oureeS necessary to pcrt'orm those activities. The variety of situations to whicil tili.,
description apphes is diverse Indeed ranging from the allocauon of production facilities
to produets to the allocation of national resources to domestic need". from portfolio
,electIOn of shipping puttems, from agricultural planning to tile design of I'lldiation
thel'llpy and so on. However, One of the common ingredients in each of these situalions I,
the necessity for allocating resourCes to actIvities.

Linear programming uses a mathematical model to describe the problem of concern. The
adjective "linear" means that all the mathematical functions m this mode are required to
be linear function. The word "programming"

does not refer here to computer

programming: rather, it is essenua!ly a synonym for planning. Thus, linear programming

•,

•
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involves the planning of activities to obtain an "optimal" result that reaches the specific
goal best (according to the mathematical model) among all feasible alternatives.

Linear Programming (LP) is a mathematical modeling techmque deSIgned to optimice the
usage of limiled resources. Successful applications of LP exist in the areas of industry,
military, agriculture, transportation, economics, health systems, and even behaVIOral and
social sciences,

The LP model, as in any Operation Research (OR) model, includes three basic elements:
1. Decision variables that we seek to determine
2. Objective (goal) thaI we aIm to optimize
3. Constraints that we need to sati,fy

The proper decision of the decision \'ariab1es is an essential first step lO"ard the
development of the model. Once the variables are defined. the task of constructing the
objcctive functlOn and the constraint,; should not be too dIffIcult.

7.5.2 Formulation As A Linear Programming Problem
To fonnulate the mathematical (linear programming) model fot' this problem. let
x ,=number of 2 liter bottles produced daily
K,=number of I liter bottles produced dmly
xJ=numbcl' of 500 cc bottles produced daily
Thu,;, x,. Xl and XJare decisioll variables for the model and the objective is to detertnille
the amounts to bc produced of different bottles. A logical objective for the company IS to
increase as much possible (i.e., maXImize) the total daily sales from three klnds of bottle.

l.etting z presents the total daily sales, we get

•
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where,

a " selling price of each lin; t of 2 liter bottle"

1.20 lk

b" selling price of each unit of 1 liter bottle" 0,90 tk
c

=' selling price of each unit of 500 cc bottle =' 0.75 lk

"od
X," number of bottles (2 liter size) to be produced
X2"

number of bOllles (1 liter sire) to be produced

X.l= number of houles (500 cc size) to be produced

thus (he objective of the company is

Maximire z= 1.20Xl+.90:l.:!+O,75x,

The last element of the model deals with the con,lraints that restrict capacity and
demand. The constraints in this problem are.
1) XI+X,+X.l<=18000

As each machine can produce 500 boUle per day, the total quantity produces in a day IS
SOOx3.Again each machme is operated (8+4) =12 hours in a dJY. So the firs! constraint is
the capaCIty constraint which express thal they machines would produce less than or
equals 18000 products in a duy_
2) ~I <= 440000
3) ~2<= 660000
4)

xJ

<= 550000

The constraints are demand constraints. The demand for specific product must be
fulfilled. Usually demand is forecasted and extra 10% of forecasted demand IS to be
produced in a month. The total number ts then diVIdedby 30, days in a month
5) xI, X,. Xl >=0 are the non-negative con.,traints.

,
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Thus the complete problem may be shown as
Maximize z= 1.20Xl+.90x1+O,75xl
Subject to

) xl+xl+xJ<=18000

XI<= 440000
Xl

<= 660000

XJ <= 550000

7.5.3 Terminology

of the Model

The function being ma~imized, 1.20Xl+.90~l+O,75xl, is called the Objective Function.
The restrictions are referred to a~ Constraints.
Functional

Constraints.

The constraints are somelimes called as

SImilarly, the XI>=O rcstl'ictions are called as nonnegative

constraints. As mentioned earlier the x 1 variables are decision variables.

One may be used to having the term

SOlUllOIl

mean the final answer to a problem,

but the

convention in linear programming ISquite different. Here, any specificatlOn of values for
tile decision ,'anables (XI. x, and

Xl'

is called a solution, regardless of whelh~r It IS a

desirable or even an allowable choice, Different types of sol~tions are then identified by
using an appropriate adjectlve, as given bela,,"_
A feasible solution i, a solution for which al/ the constraints are sati,fied,
An nptimal solutinn is a feasible solution that has the most favorable v~l~e of the
obJectlve function,
To solve the problem I hav~ used software called TORA. The calculation in tim ,of!wa,.~
is ea,y and reliable.

7.5.4 About the Software:
The TORA software is written for the IBMlPClXT/AT and true compatible,

It reqUIres

Sl2K RAM and MS-DOS 3.2 or higher. The software uses the notation and procedures
developed in: TAHA, H., OPERATIONS RESEARCH:AN

INTRODUCTION,

6/e.

PrenhceHall,1997.

(
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TORA can be e~eculed from the floppy drive (a: or b:) or from the hard disk (c:). A hard
dIsk is recommended.

TESTING:
TORA has a Iota! of 8 modules:

Linear programming
Transportation
Networks

Integer programming
Queueing
Histogramminglforecasting
Inventory

Each module (with the e\ceplion of h\lVENTORY) has one or more example models
stored in files with obvious descriptive

nameS suffixed with .OR (e.g .. LP.OR i~
a linear

program!lung model).

7.5.5 Results lind Discussion
The results obtained from the linear program seems that in a day the total sell
would be 20580 taka and 2 liter bottle should be produced by 14600 nos and 1.5
liter bottle to be 3400 nos. The last product (SUDeebottle) should not be produced
at alL This is the optimum solution. The results merely serve to get an idea about
the number of production of the products. For a specific order this decision rna)' be
altered as per demand, It is for only for the day of rest, when there is no order of
products.

,
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infinlty
0.9000
1.2000

Variable

'ight-hand

Side

-- Single

0.0000
0.1500

1.2000
0.9000

0.7500
-infinity

0.9000
0.7500

Changes:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Current

~onstraint

Min

RHS

Dual

Max RHS

RHS

Price

--------------------------------------------------------------------------i8000.0000
14600.0000
22000.0000
18300.0000

1 (< )
~

(<)

1< 1

4

«

I

Objective

Coefficients

-- Simultaneous

Changes

0.9000
0.3000
0.0000
0.0000

36600.0000
18000.0000
infinity
infinity

14600.0000
0.0000
3400.0000
0.0000

d:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Jon.basic Var
Optimallty
Condition
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1.0000 d2 - d3 >~ a
0.1500 +
0.9000
0.3000

Right-hand

Side

Ranging

+
+

1.0000
-1.0000

d2 >~ a
d2 +

-- Simultaneous

Changes

1.0000

D:

d1

>=

0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------value/Feasibilty
Condition
, ,asic Var
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

.,,
.xo

"

3400.0000
14600.0000
18600.0000
>~ 0
18300.0000

•

••
•

.end of Solution Summary

1.0000
1.0000
-1.0000
1.0000

•
"
D'

-1.0000

>~ 0

"•

"'

>~ 0

1.0000

"'
"'

>~ 0

•

1.0000

m

CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusion
This research study aimed at analyzing the current production

system, ordering

characteristics, due date charactenstlcs, and schedules of jobs in a single, but parallel,
identical machines. TIle study also measured the indices on materials management Issue,
Iike scrap. and customer satisfaction. or service.

Upon investigation, it W<L'5
found that both the Hm and HI algorithms perform equally if
mean weighted flow time is calculated. If total planning costs are considered, the HI
algorithm performs in a beUer way. Also, if customer service index is considered as a
scheduling objective,

agaIn the HI algorithm performs in a beller way. Thus. H,

algorithm is suggested.

But selection of a scheduling rule largely depends on production process layout, ordering
princlplc, dlle date principle. etc. If anyone or more of thesc change, the selection of a
rule may change as well. Thlls. ir can be stated that the H, rule i, the best rule for this
panicillar casco bllt not for all other cases.

In any case, this basic approach, or methodology is applicable to select an appropriate
scheduling algorithm in other manufacturing enVlrOnmenl also. The approach would be to
generate schedules based On feasible scheduhng and sequencing algorithms, and calculate
the values of selected performance objectives. If objectives values differ substantially. the
beller value and its corresponding rule may be selected. If they are very closc, then lOtal
planning costs for each schedule and customer service index may be calculated. Then
based on thcse the better rule may be selected.

I
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8.2.1

Recommendations

For generating a schedule, the company must study the basic characteristics of ordering
policy, and production process.

Then based On these, appropriate rules should be selected. There are varieties of complex
scheduling algorithms. It must be remembered that a good algorithm provides more
optimality ion results, but become unable to be solved in a fea~ible lime (NP.lmrdness).
So, computallonal comple~ity must be taken inlo account while selecting an algorithm

Once the algorithm is selected, performance objectives must be compared. It mLLSIbe
remembered that a rule proved to be appropriate for a situation, may not be proved
suitable for another situation. So, selection of a scheduhng rule is case specific_

8.2.2 Recommendations

for I<'urtl1erStudy

This study considered only, heunstic rules, as they are capable of proVIding a good
solution in a feasIble time period. But some other rules like, Brunch and Bound algorithm
may be tested if a powerful computer system is available.

The study assumes demand as deterministic but in real situation demand can be
consIdered as stocha,tic. Simulation techniques might be appropriate

to sohe

the

,tochastlc demand in order to increase mOre accuracy planning.

I
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APPENDIX-A
Table A.I Orderin~ noJicv (on an a",,"e"atc basis): 1998
Late (amount)
Jan-April
Olders amvcd

Slack

(0"
avera~e)

1 Iller water
(in thousands)
I liler (oil hOllies)
(in thousands)
500 cc (oli bottle,)

3000

(000

7 ciay'
(sub contract)

1200

300

8 days
(,ub.contract)

1000

100

12 days
(sub-contract)

l1n,(s over time
(Ln thOUS,lnd,)

<00

c~ate busis): 1999
Table A.2 Orderina nolicv (Onana
Late (amount)
O,der, amvcd
Jan-April

Slack

(on

avera"c)
2 liter (water)
(in thousands)

3500

1500

12 days
(sub-contract)

I I,ter water

SOOO

1000

8 day'

(In
.'i()()

thousand,)
cC (oil bottles)

'"

(sub-contract)

(in lhousamlsj
I Iiler (011bonks)

""

1000

2oo

10 days

(sub-contract)

1200

300

10 days
(sub-contract)

o"cr time
(ill thousands)
[I"ill

T ~ble A.3 Ordcnng

'OO

policy (on ~n aggregate bnsls): 2000

Orders ~rrj ved

Jan-April

Lme (am(}unt)

(co
Slack
average)

2 liter (water)
lin thous~llds)
I liter water
(Ln thousands)
I liter (ojl bottles)
l;lltl1(}usands)
500 cc (oil bOllleS)

4000

2oo0

6000

2000

12oo

JOO

1300

'00

14 days
(sub-contract)
10 days
(sub-contract)
8 dnys
(sub-contract)
8 days
(sub-contract)

UtHts over {lme
(in tholls~nds)

SOD

">'

,
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Table A.4 Ordering poli,y (on an aggregate basis): 2001
Orders arrived

Jan.April

Late (amount)

2 liter (water)
(in thousands)
I liter water
(In thousands)
I litel (oil bottles)
(inlhou,amh)
500 c' (oil hOllies)

4200

1000

4000

1000

1200

300

1000

200

Uml., over tLme
(in thousands)

Slack (on
avera"e)
7 days
(Sllb-,ontract)
7 days
(sub-contraet)
8 days
(sub-contract]
9 d~ys
(sub-contr~cl)

""

400

,

,

'f
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APPENDIX B
u) Customer Service mdex In different years are shown below. These never wenl up to

90%.
III 1998:

111j 998. they produced only three types of bottles.

I~ 1999:
Product

Unit tilled on date ('000 unilS)

Ziller boule (wat~r)
I liter boule (water)

6000

I liter bailie (oil)
500 cc bottle (oil)

1800

Index
0.75

1700

0,75
085

1000

10
0,8375

In 2000.
Index

Order Ql' ('000 umts)
Product
2800
2Ii!~r boule (water)
9500
I liter bottle (water)
3200
I liter b0tll~ (oil)
2000
500 cc boule (oil)

0.82
0,79
0.875

085
Avcraac Index

0.833

" (
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b) Q,ertime and Shortage reports,

Table B.l Over time and loss of sales reports, 2000 (Jan-Jun)
Jan
Cost and other c1cment5
6.000
Stock audit re on
200
Wort days per month
(8 hrsfday x 25 days)
(S hrsfdav X 20 day') Feb
ProductLon hour> available
300
(8 he., + 4 hrs) Id~v)
j
Over [L1llCp~ymenl
(in thousands)
stock (10% of >40
Satety
forecast) (in thousands)
100
Urgent orders

(all to sub contractors)
Units ,horlagc loss
Ru,h orders ('OOO Taka)
Sub-contractors rejectloll
O,ders (ill thousands)

20
20

March
3000

Ani

M,

June

Total

4000
200

3000
200

2000
200

22000

200

240

300

300

300

300

1740

5

3.5

20

3.50

2.)0

21.50

100

150

160

170

180

900

150

200

150

200

100
25
35

150
35
15

150
20
20

100
38
27

50
40
30

550

Dec

Total

2500

? 1500

Feb

4000
160

1160

800

158
140

T"hle 8.2 Over time and loss of s~les reports. 2000 (lui-Dec)
Cost and other elements
Stock ,,\,di! re Orr
Wo,-k <lays pcr month
(8 hrs/dav ~ "5 days)
ProdUClion hou]'g ""aLiabk
(8 I", + 4 hrs Id~,)
Over time payment
(m thou,ands)
(10%
of
S~fely stock
forecust) (In thOUBunds)
Urgent orders
(all to sub-contractors)
Unit, shOlt~ge lo,s
Rush orders ("000 Tak~)
Suh-contmctors rejection
Orders (In thou>;unds)

),1
5.000
200

A9

S,

0"

3000

3500

4000

Nov
3500

'00

200

200

200

200

1200

300

300

300

300

300

300

1800

3.5

2.5

3.5

15

2.5

1.5

15

140

100

150

160

170

180

900

80

50

20

10

20

250

100
25
15

140

10
15

500
30
25

35
10

180
150

1140

"
20
"

164

24

125

t

